Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver ..........#TG-E-17-B or S
Made in the style of the early Allentown-Bethlehem and Lehigh County makers. Similar to our #TG-MA-90 triggerguard by Rupp, except decorated with double lines, instead of the chevron "V" pattern. The small bow suggest the use of a single trigger, perhaps with fancy curls.
#TG-E-17-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $14.50
#TG-E-17-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $15.50

We hope our exact actual size photographs will help you select parts:
Our exact full size photos represent our parts as accurately as possible. However, a phenomenon known as perspective error is always present, due to the closeness of the lens to the subject. Our camera views an object straight at the center, with increasing angle, causing perspective error at the ends.

Triggerguard, sand cast brass or nickel silver ..........#TG-E-61-B or S
An extra large Reading or Berks County style sand cast triggerguard, with a huge trigger bow for widely spaced double set triggers or for cold weather hunting with a gloved finger, or two fingers? This handsome triggerguard is a bit wider and earlier in design than later "classic" longrifle guards.
#TG-E-61-B triggerguard, sand cast brass only $14.50
#TG-E-61-S triggerguard, sand cast nickel silver only $15.50
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